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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Daging Dendeng was established in 2021 by Liyana Azmir. The business that

liyana azmir chose is ready to eat products— Daging Dendeng which is one of her

favourite food. Since Liyana Azmir is a busy student, This pre-made food that are

suitable for travelers, students as well as busy workers. This spesific ready to eat

product is easy and quick meal to prepare and caters a balanced meal. The product

price is RM18 per pouch.

Daging Dendeng is a sole proprietorship business, only has a sole owner, Miss

Liyana Azmir. All responsibilities are by Miss Liyana Azmir solely. Strategies,

prepare orders, sales, marketing, finances and others. This is to ensure Daging

Dendeng runs well and smoothly.

Daging Dendeng’s vision is to ensure the quality of ready to eat product

following locals’ taste buds. As ready to eat products is in pouches, Miss Liyana

Azmir plans to be thorough in ensuring each pouch to be in quality condition and long

lasting. While Daging Dendeng’s mission is to widen customer around Semenyih as

well as maintain their loyalties— helping in easing to prepare a course meal.

Daging Dendeng’s marketing plan is to find customers in social media,

spesifically in Facebook. It contains teasers, soft sells as well as hard sells of the

product business.
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4.0 INTRODUCTION

4.1 Company Background

Product name : Daging Dendeng

Address : 65 Jalan TPS 2/5 Taman Pelangi Semenyih 2 Oakberry 43500 Semenyih
Selangor

Daging Dendeng was established in May 2021 by Liyana Azmir. Daging

Dendeng is Liyana Azmir’s favourite food by her father. What start as always eat her

father’s cooking turns into a side hustle. As Liyana Azmir loves to travel sometimes,

she make her favourite food into packets for her to bring anywhere and everywhere.

Products are formulated to be easy to heat up for it to serve its purpose and most

importantly, all precious Daging Dendeng are handle with utmost care.

Daging Dendeng business location on Google Map


